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I. Introduction 

The &cital oj The Bird is one of the allego.rical trearises of Muslim 
philosopher Avicenna (also known lbo Sina). As much as this short episde 
is vital to unravel Avicenna's ootological hierarchy betweeo the God and the 
uoiverse and his cosmological view, it has a great ioflueoce on many Islamic 
philosophers and scholars. Moreover, with the other two spectacular 
recitals, Hqyy ibn Yaqzan and · Salaman and Absal, the &cital oj the Bird 
constitutes the core figures and ideas of later .philosopher lbo Tufayl's 
philosophical novel, Ht!1)1 ibn Yaqzan. 

In the second place, the recital has importaiıce for being one of the very 
first examples of allego.ries in philosophy.ı In this respect, Avicenna uses 
metapho.ri.cal language in this work in order to expound his philosophical 
views on being. However, regrettably, many scholars and commeotators of 
Avicenna has regarded the work as just a represeotatioo of his classical 
doctrine of emanation which lie eX:plaios in his magoum opus ai-Shifa'. 
According to this reductive view, which similarly we are able to see in Wes
tern philosophers, ıiıetaphors in fact sigoify nothiog new. They are some 
adomments and stylistic figures in language. Contrary to this, thaoks to the 
works of Paul Ricoeur, Gadamer and D errida, metaphors has begun to be 
counted as the most significant way to discourse. 
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The other issue, which deserves to be mentioned, is that this reductive 
attitude of Avicenna's commentators also avoids the uniqueness of the 
Recital oj-the Bird per se. In the case that it is seen just a representation of 
previous thoughts of Avii:enna, the difference, or the uniqueness, or even 
the event-ness of the recital faces the risk of fading away. It is "one" of 
Avicenna's works, not a by-product .. 

In this essay, I will concentrate upon how metaphors unveil different 
aspects of being with the very help of deconstruction, hermeneutics and 
phenomenology and how we can read Avicenna's use of metaphor in the 
Recita/ of the Bird. In order to do this, I will first touch on Avicenna's 
cosmological view, and then summarize the recital. Ffually, I shall go 
through the analysis of the recital by using the twist, as deconstruction and 
hermeneutics did, in the concept of metaphor. 

II. Avicenna's Cosmology 

To comprehend the nature of the &cital of the Bird, we should gain a better 
understanding of his cosmological view because of the fact that most 
readings and interpretations of Avicenna's recitals mainly tie the stories with 
the doctrine of emanation and celestial spheres. From this point of view, his 
recitals are representations of the Avicennan cosmos. Even though many 
commentators and scholars of Avicenna share this kind of reading with 
some differences, I think some vital points in these works have been rather 
peculiarly overlooked. W e will discuss this o~ersight later. 

According to Avicenna's ontology, existence is of two kinds "the Necessary 
Existent" (lvqjib ai-1JIIg/{{i) and "the Contingent Existent" (tmt1Jlkin al-ı/1/gJtd). 
While the Necessary Existent is the only unconditional exlstence, the rest of 
the exlstents, i.e., the cosmos, owe their existences to the Necessary one, i.e., 
the God. It is the One, eternal, and the ultimate cause of all things. Avicenna's 
maneuver is quite compelling: He gives primacy to the God ontologically, not 
temporally.2 In lieu of the arbitrariness of temporal creation in which Islamic 
theology's arguments, Avicenna offers a new kind of doctrine of eınanation. 
In addition, unlike Plotinus' '"The On;", Avicenna's the Necessary Existent is 
not in very close relationship with the cosmos. The first mover, in Avicenna's 
ontology, is the First Intelligence, not the One himself, as opposed to 
Plotinus' version. As a result, we can propound that Avicenna differentiates 
the God and the universe in very strict terms. 

In the second place, the universe is also divided into two main categories: the 
supralunar region whiqı is the abstract immaterial substances of the 
extraterrestrial or celestial spheres and the sublunar regiol} the material bodies 
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of the t~rrestrial world While the former contains the nine .spheres and the 
ten Intelligences· emanated (sudur) from the Necessary Existent with their 
souls,3 the latter comprises of the four elements, minerals, plants, animals, and 
humankind. The Active Intellect (al-'Aql al-Fa'aO, apart from its proceedings, 
is the intermediary intellect between celestial spheres and the sublunary world. . 
It orders the genetation · and corruption (al-ka1m ılJ-alfasad), centacts and 
contents the human rational soul.4 Here, in Avicennan cosmology, appears 
anather vital move clifferendy from the Neo-Platonist doctrine. Avicenna, as 
much as he regards the Necessary Existent as the ultimate cause of the 
emanation to the First Intellect in which the Neo-Pla~onist doctrine, 
conceives the Gad is alsa the ultimate cause of all the other cdestial spheres. 
''Each of these sphere~, according to Ibn Sina, is govemed by an int~ence 
and a soul, which are respectively the remote cause and proximate principle of 
their motion."S The Gad, to Avicenna, is both having a clifferent k.ind of 
existence (necessary) and existing causally in celestial spheres which are 
intermediary between the God and the terrestrial beings. 

Herewith A vicennan cosmos, which is closely connected with the graduated 
ontological hierarchy, can be deseribed as a chart in this way:6 

The Necessary Existent 

First ofUniversal Intelligence (al-'Aql al-Awwal)- Heaven ofHeavens 

Secondintelligence- Heaven of the Zodiac 

Third Intelligence - Sphere of Saturo 

Fourth Intelligence - Sphere of Mars 

Fifth Intelligence - Sp here of Mars 

Sixth Intelligence - Sphere of the Sun 

Seventh Intelligence - Sphere of V enus 

Eighth Intelligence - Sphere of Mercury 

Ninth Intelligence - Sp here of the Moon 

Tenth (Active) Intelligence (al-'Aql al-Fa' al) -The World of Genetation and 
Corruption 

The Four Elements 

Mineral 

Plan ts 

Animals 

Humankin d 
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It can be noticed that fallawing Aristotle's Physics and the Ptolemaic model of 
the universe, Avicenna structures a geecenttic model allowing all spheres to 
position attording to the Earth. This is so because whilst the celestial spheres 
move circularly in a perfect condition, earth must be motionless.7 Morian in 
earth, thus, is within itself. All fundamental changes take place in earth such as 
locomotion, alteration, growth and diminution, generatian and cotruption. 8 

However, due to the fact that these changes are not able to arrive at the level 
of circular movement, they leave a negative impact on humankind. With the 
help of the Active Intellect, man, instead of adınitring the position on which 
he live, is supposed to make his soul ascended mentally towards to celestial 
beings. To say Gutas' words, "this is a compelling theoretical construct 
refl.ecting an integrated visian of the universe and man' s position in it, and it 
is rendered all the more powerful on account of its thoroı:ıgh rationalism, the 
comerstane of Avicenna's philosophy."9 

III. Avicenna's Visionary Recitals and the Recital of the Blrd 

In this section, I would like to treat Avicenna's short allegorical recitals. 
These three epistles (risala), which m.ight be regarded interconnected, are The 

. Recital of Hqyy ibn Yaqzan, that of the Bird, andthat of Salaman and Absal, 
respectively. 

The former, Htqy ibn Yaq~n, 10 unlike the well-known version of Ibn Tufayl, 
is a visionary story about the function of. the Active Intellect for many 
scholars. In the stoiy, an elderly sage, Hayy ibn Yaqzan (Alive, The Son of 
Awake) preaches to the narrator about the nature of the universe by. 
illustrating the kingdoms he visited. Here while the sage is symbolized as the 
Active Intellect, the narrator is the human ratioaal saul The sage wisely tells 
his eternal joumey tonine kingdoms (the metaphor of celestial spheres) and 
w hat he knows about them. The second epistle, the &cital of the Bird,H is a 
story of the narrator's joumey into the the almighty mountains. In short, the 
narrator personalized as a bird tells that his emancipation from traps (the 
human ratioi:ıal saul), that the joumey from one mount to anather (celestial 
spheres), that he met the King (the Gad), and that he retumed witl;ı. the 
King' s messenger (the Active Intellect). As it is, the Recital of the Bird overtly 
seems full of metaphors and symbols in the terms of expounding 
Avicenna's cosmological view. Finally, Salaman and Absa/,12 is a story of the 
friendship of two royal brothers and of a forbidden love between Salaman's 
wife and Absal. In this context, Avicenna symbolizes man's psychological 
struggle: While Salarnan "is the human soul, or the thinking saul, Absal in 
tum is "[the] degree of progress in mystical gnosis." Unlike the other two 
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recitals elucidating the extraterrestrial part of the universe, Salaman and Absal 
is, so to speak, the complementary treatise with regards to explaining 
terrestrial area, i.e., the human intellect. 

Let us now give a detailed summary of the Recital of theBirdin detail. 

Just bef~re the narrator begins teliing the recital, he moans about that he has 
not found anybody who listens to what he has to say. Then, he mentions a 
group of people "united by the same divine kinship", namely, brothers of 
Truth. He gives some metonymic13 and sophisticated advice to these people: 
"Retire as the hedgehog retires", "S trip yourselves of your skins as the sriake 
casts his", "Take poison, that you may remain alive. Love death, that you 
may stilllive." After the prologue, Avicenna commences the recital. 

The narrator, who is a bird flying together with the covey, is trapped by 
hunters. No matter how they try to escape their meshes, they cannot do it. 
With this despair, everyone gets used to living in pain. One day he sees a 
group of birds escaping their traps, but their cords stili be seen tied to their 
feet. He asks them how to be freed from their nets. Although they at first 
hesitate to teli because of the fear of hunters' ruses, then they decide to help 
him to escape. When he wants them to open his cords, they answer in this 
way: "W ere it in our power, we should have begun by removing those that 
encumber our own feetY He arises from the cage and flies with the others. 
By avoiding beauties and other hunters' traps, they arrive at the peak of a 
mountain and see eight other summits. Then they pass six more peaks one 
after the other and finally come to the seventh mount. In order not to be 
exhausted completely, they decide to have a rest there. They are enraptured 
by the beauty on which lies. Green gardens, beautiful palaces, charıning 
pavilions, fruit trees, streams of living water.. The birds, however, start off 
again for the eight mount and see there ineffable and indescribable things. 
Men who live on the mount utter to them that there exists a city beyand 
that mountain in which the King resides, and that they can complain about 
injustice and suffering issues. Herewith the birds fly to the city in order to 
see the King. They meet the King· and recite the entire story and their 
complaints to him. The King responses: ''None can unbind the bond that 
fetters your feet save those who tied it." Instead, he sends a messenger to 
help themin order for removing their cords. Avicenna ends up reciting ina 
very mysterious manner: "And now, we :are on the road, we are journeying 
in company with the King' s Messenger." 

Finally, Avicenna, in the final part of the treatise, moans about people once 
more, people who regard metaphors as real beings: "The worst kind of 
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discourse is this chatter with which people are so liberal without any 
occasion!" 

IV. Metaphor in Between Herıneneutics and D econstruction 

A metaphor, as is commonly used in daily language, is simply· a fi.gure of 
speech denoti.ng an object or an idea is used in place of ap.other literally 
unrelated object or idea to suggest a comparison or an analogy between 
both. On the other hand, etymologically, the metaphor, which comes fi;om 
the Greek ııatttqıoeö:, means "carrying' over" or "transfer", that from the 
roots, ııattt (beyond, further or between), and qıoe6: (to carry, to transfer or 
to bear). 14 In this way, metaphors are mostly conceived as a transference. In 
his book Rhetoric, Aristotle defines the metaphor as "the recourse to a name 
of anather type, or the transferring to one object of a name belonging to. 
another."15 

Similarly, the Arabic word used for metaphor, isti'arah (ô.Jlü...ıl), also derives 
from the word "ariyah" which means "the gratuitous loan of some 
object"16 Arabic scholar, intellectual and litterateur al-Jahiz designates is
ti'arah "as calling one thing by the name of something else because of a 
similarity between two terms based on their contiguity and 
resemblance."I7Following al-Jalıiz, anather scholar and also philologist 
Tha'alibi construes the transfereoce of meaning in isti'arah in respect to 
mental imagery.ıs W e will touch on this relationship between metaphors and 
imageries later . 

It is the fact that after the misreadings of A.ristotle, metaphor has gained a 
negative meaning in such a way that it is a kind of representation. In this 
regard, metaphors are nothing but adornment in language. Accordingly, in 
this point of view, since metaphors are regarded as just a mere substitution, 
they are believed to produce nothing new. Y et i ts reputation was re
established by the French philosopher Paul Ricoeur. In his book The Rıtle of 
Metaphor, he handles promineot views about metaphors from A.ristotle to 
the present, and advances a new theory of the metaphors. , 
One of the views he dis~ses is Derrida's critiqne of Aristotle in his long 
essay, "White Mythology."19 Derrida claims that Aristotle regards metaphor 
as just a transference with or without noticing the clifferences between two 
words, whereas Gadamer20 and Ricoeur21 give Aristotle credit for his 
interest in the power of poetic exptession. Ricoeur says, "the definition of 
metaphor by Aristotle - as a transportation of an alien name (or word)- is 
not cancelled by a theory which lays the stress on the contextual action 
which creates the shift of meaning in the word."22 

1 · 
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Here, ,instead of strictly illustrating the d.ifferences between hermeneutics 
and deconstruc'tion separately, I would prefer linking concepts and building 
a bri.dge between them.23 

To begin with, in his book The Rhythm of Thought, Jessica Wiskus finely 
candenses what metaphor is With the help of Maurice Merleau-Ponty's· 
phenomenology: 

· The metaphor, in language, works in a way similar to rhythm in 
music; it can be said to reside not within the signification of a 
single word, but within the hollow or relief formed by two or 
more words in relation-(or formed by the relarionship between 
one word and its own history). And through the metaphor, as 
though rhythm and as though the dialectic, there is the recovery 
of the uns;ud and the recasting of some~g that is known and 
recognizable as having the poteotial to encompass, in fact to 
adopt as esseotial to its oature, what is new, di.ffereot, and other 
than itself. The metaphor, discloses the lacuna -the noncoiociden
ce- as geoerative. This is the work, one could say, of all creative 
language. 24 . 

Following the lead of Wiskus' passage, we can briefly analyze Derri.da's 
deconstructive twist in the status of metaphor. Contrary to the idea that 
metaphor is a sort of transference between two words -even in Aristotle, 
Derrida asserts, metaphor is structured not just by a single signification, or 
opposition.25 Rather, since Derrida applies a more embodied and 
performative approach to language, he allöws the structuralist theory on the 
differential nature of meaning to revitalize the network of association in 
metaphors.26 The characteristic of the metaphor, thus, is that it is entangled 
or interlaced rather than an exchange in !!leaning.27 It is difforallce that 
prevents us to unify the signifier and the (alleged) signified in a reductive 
way.28 In this sense, Jeaiı-François Lyotard says that "discourse [as a text] 
itself actualizes meaning."29 This deconstruction of meaning in relation to 
signs reveals itself to a new philosophical line is compri.sed of an intricate 
but refreshing network of meanings.J.O 

Lyotard assumes this entangled characteristic of the metaphor as enigmatic. 
In his menumental book, Discourse, Figure, the definition of metaphor is a 
figure built as a bridge between two words. This figure incommensurably 
compares one signification of a word with the other.31 However, the 
comparison does not exist in the ·terms, but in the mind. Bence Lyotard 
says that the metaphor is "a non-signified comparison."32 1bis leads us to 
the key concept of the Lyotard's work: Signs in discourse are always thlck in 
the meanıng of not wholly graspable.33 In virtue of the metaphorical 
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language is a kind of discourse, its sigos are alsa "endowed with an 
enigmatic thickness."34 

On the other hand, Gadamer and Ricoeur do not acknowledge Aristode's 
narrower perspective on metaphor. On the contrary, Aristode remarks the 
dynamic changing meaning and signification. In Ricoeur's reading of 
A.ristotle, metaphor is a metamorphosis from one ttadition to anather and 
~ore than a substitution or a reduplication.3S Hence metaphors are, rather 
than just omaments or stylistic figures in language, not only reorganizations 
of the worlds of two different words, but alsa discoveries of new potential 
mea.oings in a broader sense.JG 

Like the other types of discourse, a metaphor too is an interpretation of the 
real just because being that can be grasped is language. If we suppose that 
we discourse within a literal horizon, the metaphor paves a new way to 
anather meaning, ho~on, or being. In this context, according to ~damer, 
the metaphor brings together these two different horizons and then ends up 
changing in meaning of one of the two words.37 

It must be noted that by fallawing Saussurean distinction between langne 
and parofe,38 Rico~ur posits that the discourse is the event of language.39 The 
metaphor as discourse allows the shift from the literal meaning to the 
figurative one. This new meaniog, namely, "the sernantic innovation"40 
makes sense only in the sentence and the context.41 If we here cite the 
iotertwined dialectical unity of the event, ı:peaning and the discourse: ''If all 
discourse is actualized as an event, all discourse is understood as 
meaniog."42 

Moreover, the prominent feature of the metaphor is that it is polysemic. 
However much has been said about a metaphor, there are always more ways 
in which it can be construed. There is no final or finite meaning, rather, 
always more to discover new meaning$. Here Ricoeur desigoates this 
polysemy as "the surplus of meaning."43 

Now we can move here one step · fy.rther, from the idea of the network of 
meaoings in deconstruction and the intersection of two horizons in 
hermeneutics to the key concept of the area of metaphor: Imagination. 

In his article on Gadamer's idea of metaphor, Ben Vedder pinpoints the 
crucial position of imagination in the use of met:aphor: 

Imagination makes possible to transform the everyday and 
fam.iliar meanings into new and possible perspectives ... By the 
process· of metaphoı:i.zing in language, the beiogs about which 
something is suggested by an author and iüs text appear in a new 
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light. An understanding of the possible world revealed by the 
·poeı;ic imagination also makes · possible a new w:i.derstancling of 
ourselves as being-in-the-world.44 

Imagination as an act of imagining an imagined object, in fact, reconcile 
these intricate and opposed meanings by establishing a new sernantic 
horizon composed of content, lınagioal margin and the lınage.4S This 
creativity and productivity in language demonstrates itself in the verbal and 
nonverbal images and the literal and the figurative meanings.46 For instance, 
in ·the metaphor "tree is life", the verbal "is", at the same time, states "is 
not''. We have already known that tree is not life literally. Ho~ever, we 
construe "is" as figuratively "is not." Here the process of understanding-as 
engenders the being-as. What emerges in the metaphor at this ontological 
level is undoubtedly the possibility of imagination and freedem of mind.47 

V. Textual Analysis of the R.ecital of the Bird 

Hitherto we have summarized Avicenna's cosmological view over the 
doctrine of emanation (sudur) and celestial spheres (falak) and over the 
story in which Avicenna recites metaphorically. Then we have analyzed 
what the metaphor literally is and how hermeneutics and deconstruction 
have twisted it into a breader meaning. Finally, I shall concentrate my 
remarks on Avicenna's recital one more time, but following the 
contributions of phenomenology, deconstruction, and hermeneutics. 

For one thing, as I said above, many comrnentators of Avicenna's recital 
link the story with his doctrine of emanation. These interpretations submit 
that Avicenna's recital is simply metaphorical narrative of the Avicennan 
cosmos, and that all metaphors which Avicerina uses are representation of 
cosmological objects. In this context, the bird is the human rational soul, 
mountains are celestial spheres, the King is God, and the King's messenger 
is the Active Intellect (al- 'Aql ai-Fa'ag. 

However, what the A vicennan tradition has avoided so far is the 
uniqueness, or the difference of the recital. In fact, metaphors used in the 
recital produces nothing new for Avicenna's philosophy for this 
consideration. This reduction prevents us to see how differently Aviceana 
builds his thought in his works. In other words, whereas Aviceana 
establishes two different horizons -çne is literal in which his magnum opus 
ai-Shifa', the· other is metaphorical in which the Rccital of the Bird-, his 
commentators make both overlapped by putring the metaphoriçal recital 
into the literal expression. By doing this, regrettably, the difference of the 
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recital is lost As a result, the Recital of the Bird is an irreducibly "clifferent" 
version of Avicenna's cosmology in terms of both using metaphorical 
languagE and of being ultimately Avicenna's one of the works per se. 
Furthermore, the Recital of the Bird and the other two recitals are the very first 
examples of Islamic allegories. This strong language and s tyle has influenced 
to many Islamic philosophers and scholars such as Ibn Tufay~ Suhrawardi, 
Rumi, and Attar. 

In the second place, metaphors unearth new approaches to Being. As much 
as the doctrine of emanation is an interpretation of Being -over the 
Aristotelian and Neo-Platonist models-, the recital is an exegesis of the 
cosmology and even of the human rational soul· and its relationship with the 
universe and the God. The polysemy of the recital has allowed the 
commentators to interpret the recital so differently. While some argue the 
recital is the representation of the emanation, some consider it -by referring 
to inauthentic Avicenna's recital Mi'rqj-Na111ah (the Celestial Ascent)- as 
another version of Prophet Muhammad's spiritual Night Journey (M.i'rqj) to 
the celestial universe. For the allegorical story, however, the signs expecting 
to be deciphered48 are always thick, entangled and interlaced. It can never be 
said that it is over the process of interpretation. 

Another issue here is that Avicenna does mention spheres, souls, or 
Muhammad's joumey neither in prologue nor in epilogue of the recital. This 
attitude also approves that Avicenna does not ~eter his readers from 
different exegeses. In order to liberate the text from the author's 
indisputable authority, according to French philosopher Roland Barthes, the 
text must be separated from its creator.49 In short, the author must be dead 
in orderthat the text survives. That Avicenna does not tie the story with any 
philosophical tho~ht of himself undoubtedly makes the recital stili alive for 
any-interpretation. 

Third, each metaphor is an act of imagination allowing us to establish two 
sernantic horizons by using "is" and "is not" at the same time. so Within this 
creative activity, while we read the, story, we attempt to link together the 
metaphors used with the referenc~s and meanings of them.sı There have to 
be some references and meanings in imagination because of the very fact 
that "we ascertain nothing that we did not know beforehand in some 
respect."52 Avicenna, by establishing his allegorical scenario, interprets a 
different version of being rather than creates a new being. To illustrate this 
new version1 in th~ Recital of the Bird, the bird is the bird and is not at the 
same time. lt is bird because it is presented as a bird. Also, since the story is 
an allegorical one, it is not a bird because there mu~ be something more 
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than the existence of the bird. As long as the King, who has gardens, 
orchards, servan ts, . and messengers, is the Go d, who does ontologically 
possess nothing in the universe, he is not the God at the same time. Finally, 
the King' s messenger· is messenger accompanying the birds to help them. 
On the other hand, he is the Active Intellect, the Tenth sphere bringing into 
connection to the sublunar world, the Holy Spirit (al-Ruh al-Quds), or the 
Gabriel Oibril) according to different approaches. 

Last, Avicenna's each work is an example of interpretation of Belıig. More 
precisely, in case of regarding Avicenna's doct:rine of emanation, ai-Shifa', 
the recitals of Hqıy ibn Yaqzan, of the Bird, and of Salaman and Absal, all are 
alıeady exegeses of Being. That is to say that each one is rather different 
with regards to treatment of the subject. Accordingly, each one makes the 
doct:rine expanded in its meaning. In order to illustrate this expansion, let 
me here give some distinctions between them. For example, in the Recital of 
the Bird, Avicenna makes the bird tell the story. As an irnperfect being, who 
gets trapped by the hunters, the bird, or the human rational soul, says they 
are "stili" on the road in company with the 1(4ıg's messenger. Contrary to 
this, in H'!» ibn Yaqzan, the wiseman, i.e., the Active Intellect tells the story 
of his joumey to the nine kingdoms ruled by justice and wisdom. The 
joumey is completely over. Then, in spite of the fact that the King is an 
indescribable being for the human perception in both recitals, there are 
extra curtains to arrive at the King's oratory in the Recital of the Bird. In 
addition, Avicerina interestingly deseribes the Third Intellect, the Sphere of 
Saturn, only in this recital. The birds stop over there for a while and then· 
keep going. As far as I am concerned, Avicenna's emphasis on the Sphere 
of Saturo is arbitrary just because birds are the main character in the story. 
Birds are getting exhausted. That makes sense only in this event and this 
context, noting more.s3 Finally, as Avicenna never mentions the East or the 
West in the Recital of the Bird, the journey of Hayy ibn Yaqzan is towards the 
East. In the latter, whereas the East is the source of light, the West is in turn 

the source of darkness. Frankly speaking, since some scholars like Henri 
Corbin are obsessed with Avicenna's Eastem philosophy, they tend to read 
"the East'.' in which the recitals as a symbolic, esoteric, and also mystical 

· figure.S4 The book, which they mosdy ground on, ai-Hikma ai-Mashriqfyya 
(The Eastern P~osophy) is one of the first works of Avicenna. However, 
as Dimitri Gutas maintains, the book comprises of isagoge, Aristotelian 
logic, metaphysics, and physics.ss Regarding the tide of the work, "we have 
no concrete evidence about the precise tide of the book from Avicenna 
himself and his irnmediate disciples."S6 In this regard, Corbin's argument 
that Avicenpa established an Eastern phllosophy including some Eastem 
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symbolism and mysticism is kind of overinterpretation. In my opinion, in 
his work Avicetma a11d the Visio11ary Recital, Corbin construes whatever he 
wants-to see in Avicenna's philosophy. 

VI. Conclusion 

From what has been discussed above, it can be suggested that Avicenna's the 
Recital oj the Bird, in respect of an allegorical work, is not a simple 
representation of his earlier thoughts, but an intermediary between two 
sernantic horizons, which are literal and figurative. As it is, the recital can 
never be read in reference to each object in the doctrine of emanation. I 
strongly believe that Avicenna, as an A.ristotelian philosopher, does not use 
metaphors for just omamen ts nor for the substitution of two words. Rather, 
they too are exegeses of being. What is more, in the sense that metaphors 
include both logos and muthos, they are mainly untranslatable, thick, 
perplexed, entangled and interlaced discourses. We, the readers, are 
supposed to attempt to decipher these hieroglyphs by discovering new 
meanings in order to make the damıant potential of beings awaken. After 
all, the only way in order to accomplish this is the power of imagination 
allowing us to see th.e fusion of horizons. 
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